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Artis Smartstone is outstanding. This remarkable material offers an affordable solid surfacing
system with extraordinary looks and inconspicuous seams. Smooth, strong and sealed,
Smartstone can be sculptured to provide the most elegant, practical and hygienic surface solution.

Using the modular concept that is the feature of all Artis surface ranges, Smartstone offers high
luxury at a fraction of the cost associated with solid surfaces of any type. 

BENEFITS OF SMARTSTONE

1. Easy to clean
2. Inconspicuous Seams
3. Easy to repair
4. Chemical resistant
5. U.V. resistant
6. Non porous
7. Hygienic
8. Easy installation with no templating required
9. 10 year guarantee against manufacturing defects

Smartstone is an homogenous mineral based solid surfacing material, with natural mineral fillers and high grade
engineered resins. Uniquely, once edged, a neutral Smartstone composite is poured to the reverse and a
decorative Smartstone composite is poured to the surface of an environmentally friendly core. 
The surface is then semi finished and packaged ready for off-the-shelf availability.

An installation DVD as well as training workshop dates are available by contacting us at www.artis.co.uk

INTRODUCTION
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WORKSURFACES
3000 x 650 x 40mm Finished 1 long edge and 2 short sides.
4100 x 650 x 40mm Finished 1 long edge and 2 short sides.
3000 x 900 x 40mm Finished all round with one square and one 

ellipse end (200mm radius).

FACTORY FINISHED IN-LINE WORKSURFACE 

1500 x 650 x 40mm Factory finished in 12mm material with sink cutout, 
drainer grooves and tap hole. Available in both left and 
right hand elements to accommodate a Franke ARX160
under mounted sink. Finished on one long edge.                                 

UNIVERSAL IN-LINE WORKSURFACE 
1500 x 650 x 40mm Factory finished in 12mm material for customers 

own under mounted sinks. Finished on one long edge.                         

MODULAR SPLASHBACK
1260 x 1220 x 12mm For vertical use directly behind the hob.

MID PANEL SPLASHBACK
3000 x 600 x 6mm For vertical use on walls between worksurface and wall

units. (Do not use 6mm splashbacks behind a hob. 
Always use a 12mm modular splashback to prevent 
bowing from heat).                                

UPSTAND
3000 x 50 x 12mm For vertical use on back edge of a worktop.

EDGING STRIP
1350 x 45 x 6mm For re-edging raw worktop ends.

ADHESIVE GUN To apply the adhesive for jointing.

ADHESIVE Seaming adhesive 50ml cartridge and joint spacers.

INSTALLATION KIT Sanding papers, Scotch-Brite® pads, finishing cream, heat 
reflective tape, Imanol joint/edge cleaner, bleached white 
cloths and installation manual.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE KIT To maintain lustre and remove minor scratches 
by hand.

REPAIR KIT To repair minor damages.

JOINTING BOLTS For jointing worktops together.

‘A’ CLAMPS To secure edging strip whilst the adhesive cures.

FINISHING CREAM For finishing all surfaces (1 Litre bottle).

APPLIANCE HEAT REFLECTIVE SHEET
650 x 650mm (approx) To protect a joint against heat and moisture.

HEAT TAPE (5 Metre) Heat reflective tape for hob cut-outs.

IMANOL Joint/edge cleaner (200ml).

COUNTERTOP MAGIC Extra to the Care and Maintenance kit.

WORKTOP COUNTER SAVER
400 x 300 x 12mm To help and protect worksurface against wear 

and tear.

AVAILABILITY
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IMPORTANT CHECKS AND PROCEDURES BEFORE STARTING

1. Handling, Storage and Packaging
Artis Smartstone worksurfaces and splashbacks should be carried individually, horizontal and
on edge to eliminate any possible damage. Always unpack your Artis Smartstone surfaces
and check for any damage caused during transition and storage and report any problems
found before proceeding further with the installation. Do not rest abrasive or gritty
components on the decorative surfaces as this may cause scratching.
Artis Smartstone is less prone to colour matching problems than most other Solid Surface
products. However, components that are to be used together should be checked for colour
match under good lighting conditions before installation. Lightly sand both surfaces using a
320 grit sanding disc and wipe over with a damp cloth, to see the true colour. Any shade
defects should be reported to your supplier. The manufacturer will not accept any
responsibility for refit charges due to colour
variance or substandard fitting.

Store Artis Smartstone surfaces indoors in a 
well-ventilated dry area. Components must be stored
in racks, horizontally with adequate support along their
full length. Before fabrication or installation, all
Artis Smartstone products should be brought to
room temperature (minimum 16ºC 60ºF).

2. Product Weights
3000 x 650 x 40mm worksurface 55kg
4100 x 650 x 40mm worksurface 72kg
3000 x 900 x 40mm worksurface 73kg
1260 x 1220 x 12mm splashback 36kg
3000 x 600 x 6mm splashback 18kg

3. Design, Layout and Joint Placement
Having designed the kitchen layout and planned the location of all appliances, please
remember that a key feature of Smartstone is the inconspicuous seams, so care needs to be
taken in their preparation and fabrication. The maximum length of worktop is 4.1m, therefore
in some cases; straight butt joints will be needed to make longer lengths.

In some cases it may be possible to carry out the seaming process in your factory or
workshop, before transporting completed worktops to site. If so, then care should be taken in
the handling of the worktops around the seamed area.

When measuring for your Smartstone worksurfaces, remember;

1. Joints must not extend across hob and sink cut-outs.
2. Offset all joints by at least 100mm from all cut-outs.
3. It is recommended to avoid joints over appliances, however if this is unavoidable always 

use the appliance heat reflective sheet to avoid damage to the joint.
4. Check location of corner units in relation to carousel units. Cut-outs in the top panel have 

to be made to allow insertion of jointing bolts. Otherwise use the block and clamp method 
(see page 09 fig. 3).

IMPORTANT
Edging or cast sheet
products are more brittle in
cold temperatures so extra
care is required when
handling.
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4. Site Condition and Security
The installation site must be dry and secure, for example windows, glass and doors must be in place.
Always ensure that the temperature is in the region of 16 – 26ºC; as extreme temperatures can effect
the curing time of the adhesive.

5. Site Preparation and Checks
Ensure that all carcass units are installed correctly to the
wall and plumb and level in both directions. Check
appliance spaces to ensure that wall worktop support
battens are in place and that all the appliances fit correctly
into the allocated spaces.

Unpack worktop components and check site dimensions
against drawing. Check that you have adhesive and any
additional edging strips required. Determine that all 
cut-outs have been machined to the correct dimensions and located correctly.

If several installations are being carried out at the same time, the ideal procedure would be to
unpack each set of worktops in turn, making sure site conditions are correct, and place worktops
on carcases to precondition. Adhesive must be brought to room temperature prior to use.

We recommend that before joints are bonded with the seaming adhesive, they are dry fitted to
make sure that they are tight and accurate.

It is recommended that you set aside working time for fitting, cleaning up etc, whilst the adhesive
is curing.

The only tooling needed which differs from standard laminate worktop installation is a well balanced
random orbital sander with extraction, Smartstone installation kit, seaming adhesive and an
application gun.

1. Well balanced random orbital sander with extraction
2. Smartstone installation kit
3. Seaming adhesive
4. Application gun
5. Router and cutters
6. Worktop Butt and Scribe jig
7. Jig saw
8. Hand drill and 16mm bit
9. Dust masks

10. Safety glasses
11. ‘G’ or ‘A’ Slip clamps
12. Masking tape
13. Dust sheets
14. Jointing bolts (3 per 650mm joint)
15. Jointing biscuits
16. Care and maintenance kit

NOTE
Should you have any
queries on product
installation that you feel are
not clearly covered in this
manual, then visit us online
at www.artis.co.uk to view
the installation DVD video.

TOOLING AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

IMPORTANT CHECKS AND PROCEDURES BEFORE STARTING

making life nice and easy 
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1. Routers and Cutters
A router is the most suited tool for machining Smartstone.
When choosing a router always make sure it is powerful
enough to do the job. For Butt and Scribe jointing and edge
dressing a minimum rating of 1200 watts is required. For sink
and hob cut-outs a higher rating of at least 1600 watts is
required. Minimum rotational speed of cutter should be 18,000
rpm. Router cutters should be of high quality tungsten carbide,
double fluted, with a 12mm shank to reduce chatter.

2. Random Orbital Sanders
To obtain the best possible versatility using one tool, we recommend that a well balanced
random orbital sander with extraction is used. These orbital sanders can be either electric or
air driven, but must have a minimum orbital speed of 10,000 rpm with a 3/32” orbit. See
tooling list for recommended suppliers on page 19.

3. Recommended Grit Sizes are:-
180, 240 and 320 grit for removing adhesive bead and deep marks and to achieve the final
sanded finish.
Scotch-Brite® 7448 (grey) pads for surface polishing with Smartstone finishing cream.

4. Circular Saws
The most practical type of saw to use when cutting Smartstone is a sliding table saw. A fine
chip free cut is required. To achieve this a triple fine tooth tungsten carbide tipped blade is
recommended.
When using table saws always place Smartstone face up on the table with approximately
25mm of saw blade above the surface and cut slowly through the panel. A hand held circular
saw, guided along a straight edge clamped to the surface of the top can be used for workshop
or on-site sizing. These saws only produce a rough cut; the edge and final finish should be
made using a router.

5. Jig Saws
A jig saw can be used for customising Smartstone
worktops in the same way as standard laminate tops, i.e.
for the cutting of sink and hob cut-outs as well as other
cutting operations. To reduce the amount of marking on the
surface from the saw/router plate, mask the area that is to
be cut with masking tape. Due to the unique composite
nature of Smartstone, blade life expectancy will be reduced.

NOTE
When routering on a
residential site it is
advisable to fit an
extraction unit onto the
sander/router to reduce
any dust or shavings.

NOTE
It is very important to
make sure that a sharp
blade is used, to reduce
the risk of chipping and
fracturing the surface.

TOOLING AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

making life nice and easy 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

JOINTING THE PRODUCT

There are no known hazards associated with Smartstone Solid Surfacing material. Normal, good
workshop operating practices should be followed as with any other panel product. When machining
Smartstone components, methyl-methacrylate vapour is released, but will dissipate with adequate
ventilation.

When sanding and cutting Artis Smartstone components always use safety glasses and a dust mask.
Good extraction on the sander and router will also remove dust and shavings.

Consideration should be given to the weight of the product when off-loading and installing.

Material Safety Data Sheets are available for both the worktops and adhesive, these can be obtained
from your distributor or directly from the manufacturer.

Butt and Scribe and Butt Joints

Tools and equipment required

1. Well balanced radom orbital sander with extraction
2. Smartstone installation kit
3. Seaming adhesive
4. Application gun
5. Router and cutters
6. Worktop Butt and Scribe jig
7. Jig saw
8. Hand drill and 16mm bit
9. Dust masks

10. Safety glasses
11. ‘G’ or ‘A’ slip clamps
12. Masking tape
13. Dust sheets
14. Jointing bolts (3 per 650mm joint)
15. Jointing biscuits

When all the Smartstone components are customised to their final length, lay out the worktops to
check the finished dimensions against the drawing/plan, with all internal corners and open-ends in
situ. (If the quality of saw cut is not adequate to produce a chip-free edge, cut oversize by
approximately 2mm/edge and dress to final length using a router and straight edge, or alternatively
use a butt and scribe jig.)

If a Butt and Scribe joint is to be used, then your standard worktop Butt and Scribe jig with the
appropriate guide ring and router cutter will be adequate. Key holes must be routered to a depth of
25mm to allow even pull on the surfaces.

making life nice and easy 
SMARTSTONE INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL
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JOINTING THE PRODUCT

Fig. 1
Always use biscuit inserts for joint alignment and
strength. Make sure all biscuit cuts are only machined
into the core material and not into the Smartstone
surface material. Stepping of the joints is difficult to
see whilst the surface has excess adhesive, which
has to stay on the surface until set to allow for
shrinkage. Cut biscuit rebates either side or above 
the keyholes (3 per 650mm wide joint and 4 per
900mm joint).

Fig. 2
Before applying any adhesive, make one last dry fit to
check alignment of the joints. 

The tighter the dry fit, the better chance of an
inconspicuous seam. 

Fig. 3
If using sash clamps, apply 2 blocks to the surface
either side of the joint using hot melt adhesive. This
clamping method is useful where access to the
underside of the worktop is limited.

Fig. 4
When using worktop jointing bolts, if the keyholes
have not already been prepared, you should now
make these cuts with the Butt and Scribe jig and
router cutter, to a recess depth of 25mm. 
(3 per 650mm wide joint and 4 per 900mm joint).

making life nice and easy 
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Fig. 5
Prepare the joint faces by cleaning the edges and
surrounding areas with a clean bleached white cloth
dampened with Imanol joint/edge cleaner both provided
in the Smartstone Installation Kit to remove pencil,
grease, dust and finger marks, which will contaminate
the adhesive.

Do not saturate the core with Imanol joint/edge cleaner.
This should be dry before applying any adhesive.

Fig. 6
You must use a Smartstone applicator gun with
Smartstone adhesive. Unscrew the protective cap from
the adhesive cartridge and apply the self mixing nozzle
to the cartridge. Pull up the black loading arm on the 
top of the gun, insert the adhesive cartridge and click
the loading arm back into position. Do not cut the end of
the nozzle. When starting with a new nozzle always run
a small bead of Smartstone adhesive out onto a cloth as
this reduces the risk of the first bead of adhesive not
being mixed with the hardener.

Fig. 7
Apply a healthy bead of Smartstone adhesive into the
biscuit cuts and along the bottom edge and middle of
one side of the joint. Insert the biscuits making sure you
fit a joint spacer over each biscuit. (see adhesive
cartridge pack for full details). Pull the worksurfaces
together leaving a gap between the joint. Apply a healthy
final double bead of Smartstone adhesive to the top and
front edge of the joint. 

Each 650mm joint should use a minimum of two thirds
of an adhesive cartridge. If any Smartstone adhesive is
not used, simply remove and throw away the mixing
nozzle and replace the protective cap for future use. A
spare nozzle is supplied with every Smartstone adhesive
cartridge.

JOINTING THE PRODUCT
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Fig. 8
Pull the two boards together and insert and tighten the
jointing bolts, making sure not to over tighten them. It is
important that you have an unbroken bead of Smartstone
adhesive along the entire joint top and bottom.

Once the Smartstone adhesive has been applied, you
have 5-8 minutes to bring the joints together and make
any final adjustments.

Fig. 9
Check that the two surfaces are level and flat either side
of the joint before leaving the adhesive to cure. Do not
remove the Smartstone adhesive from the joint. Using the
nozzle from the adhesive cartridge, gently check that
both boards are level at the front and back of the joint.
This needs to be done before the adhesive starts to cure.
If you have displaced any adhesive, replace it
immediately. 

(Do not use your finger for this task.)

Fig. 10
Any excess Smartstone adhesive on the front internal
corner should be removed whilst still wet. Simply cut a
45º angle on the corner of a piece of card and slowly
drag up the internal joint (see diagram) removing the
excess Smartstone adhesive, as finishing this area can
be difficult if the adhesive is left to set.

Leave the joint approximately 35/45 minutes before
sanding. (Curing times may vary due to different
temperatures in the room). Do not sand or disturb the
joint until the adhesive is hard or when it is not possible
to scratch the adhesive bead with a fingernail.

During the jointing process you may get some of the
seaming adhesive onto the worksurface. This will not
damage the surface but once dry the only way to remove
the adhesive will be by sanding. To prevent this, wipe off
any spills immediately with Imanol joint/edge cleaner.

To help to reduce the odour of the adhesive whilst curing
keep kitchen unit doors, which are directly underneath
the jointed areas open.

JOINTING THE PRODUCT
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PREPARING THE SEAMING ADHESIVE

Each Smartstone colour has its own seaming adhesive, which is identified on the adhesive
cartridge. Each cartridge is more than enough to seam a 650mm joint. The adhesive is a two
part system with the pigmented adhesive in one compartment and the hardener in the other.

You must use a Smartstone applicator gun with Smartstone adhesive.

Unscrew the protective cap from the adhesive cartridge and apply the self mixing nozzle to the
cartridge.

Pull up the black loading arm on the top of the gun, insert the cartridge and click the loading
arm back into position. 

When starting with a new nozzle, always run a small
bead of adhesive out onto a cloth, as this reduces the
risk of the first bead of adhesive not being mixed with
the hardener. 

If any Smartstone adhesive is not used, simply remove and throw away the mixing nozzle and
replace the protective cap for future use. A spare nozzle is supplied with every Smartstone
adhesive cartridge.

Tools and equipment required

1. Flush-trimming cutter (alternatively use heavy sanding disc 
and random orbital sander with extractor).

2. 3mm radius profiling cutter (alternatively use sanding block and sandpaper)
3. Router and cutters
4. Dust masks
5. Safety glasses
6. Imanol joint/edge cleaner and clean bleached white cloths (both provided in the 

Installation Kit)
7. “G” or “A” Slip clamps
8. Seaming adhesive

NOTE
Do not cut off the end of
the nozzle.

EDGE PREPARATION AND BONDING

Fig. 1
Prior to edging, make sure the Smartstone edging
strip and the worksurface to be edged are the
same shade.

The worksurface edge and scarified side of the
Smartstone edging strip must be thoroughly
cleaned with Imanol joint cleaner.

making life nice and easy 
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EDGE PREPARATION AND BONDING

Fig. 2
Apply a healthy bead of Smartstone adhesive 
along the full length of the reversed side of the 
edging strip (top, middle, bottom and both ends). 

Fig. 3
Using “A” clamps, secure the Smartstone edging strip 
into place until the Smartstone adhesive has cured. 
(35-45 minutes depending on the temperature). 
Make sure an unbroken bead of Smartstone adhesive 
is visible on all four edges.

Fig. 4
Using either an edging router or heavy grade sanding
disc on a random orbital sander, machine then sand or
just sand the excess Smartstone edging flush with the
worktop surface, underside and ends.

Fig. 5
Remember to profile the sharp edges of the Smartstone
edging strip using a 3mm radius cutter or a sanding
block and sandpaper.

making life nice and easy 
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FORMING EDGES

FINISHING THE SURFACE

Smartstone edges can be formed around special shapes. To form the edge it is important that
the edge is kept at room temperature (20ºC). Before applying the adhesive, address the edging
strip to the shape using minimal pressure and clamp into place. If the edging does not clamp
easily or for a tighter radius, pour boiling water directly from a kettle up and down the edging
strip until plyable. Clamp into place using the ‘A’ clamps and allow to cool for approximately
fifteen minutes. Once cooled, the edging strip will maintain its shape ready for cleaning 
and gluing. 

Tools and equipment required

1. Well balanced random orbital sander with extraction
2. Sanding discs - 180, 240 and 320 grit
3. Scotch-Brite® pads (grey)
4. Smartstone finishing cream
5. Dust masks
6. Safety glasses

Preparing the Joint Area
If using the glue and block method, (page 09 fig. 03) remove the clamping blocks by giving
them a sharp side blow with a rubber mallet, do not prise off using a chisel. Remove any hot
melt adhesive that may be left.

Sanding the Joint Area
Fig. 1
Your Smartstone worksurface has been pre-finished to
the standard of a 320 grit orbital finish.

Carefully remove the ridge of Smartstone adhesive
from the joint using a well balanced random orbital
sander with extraction and a 180 grit sanding disc,
taking care not to sand a depression into the
worksurface or overheat the joint.

When the Smartstone adhesive bead is flush with the
surface, sand again over a wider area using a 240 grit
sanding disc blending the joint and the rest of the
worksurface together.

Now sand the whole of the worksurfaces using a 320
grit sanding disc to remove any imperfections or
packaging marks.

Make sure to wipe down in between each sanding
process with a clean damp cloth to remove any
dust or debris.

making life nice and easy 
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FINISHING THE SURFACE

HOB AND SINK CUT-OUTS

Tools and Equipment required

1. Router and cutters
2. Jig saw
3. Hand drill and 16mm bit
4. Straight edge guide for the router
5. Silicone sealant
6. Heat reflective tape
7. Safety glasses
8. Dust masks

General
When designing the worktop layout, never allow any joints to extend into cut-outs. The joint
seams must be offset from all cut outs, dishwashers or other heat generating appliances by a
minimum of 100mm.

When machining cut-outs in the workshop, it is advisable to only partially machine out
centrepieces as its total removal could subject the product to possible damage when
transporting to site.

Final Finishes
Fig. 2
To take your sanded, cleaned down raw material to
its final stone effect, apply a moderate amount of
Smartstone finishing cream to the worksurface and
polish in using the Scotch-Brite® pads with a well
balanced random orbital sander on a low setting.
Spread the finishing cream over the whole surface
being careful not to leave any dry spots.
Turning the sander to a higher speed setting,
continue with the same Scotch-Brite® pad repeating
the same technique used when sanding, East-West
then North-South until all the Smartstone finishing
cream has been polished into the surface.

Using the dry side or new Scotch-Brite® pad, polish
over the whole surface again to take off any final
traces of Smartstone finishing cream.

Finally, wipe over the Smartstone surface with 
a soft cotton cloth to remove any fibres left behind
from the Scotch-Brite® pad. If sanded and polished
correctly the final finish should be a ‘squeaky’
clean, blemish free ‘eggshell’ finish.

NOTE
The higher the sheen and the darker
the colour the more visible light
scratches and scuff marks become.
In these cases greater effort by the
consumer will be required to
maintain the surface finish.

making life nice and easy 
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The ideal method is to cut through the surface material into the core, to a depth of 35mm
around the cut-out. Then take the router cutter through the final 5mm, at each corner and for
about 100mm each side. The remaining 5mm of core material can be simply jig sawn on site,
using a pencil line drawn between the corners on the underside.

In order to avoid possible stress cracks in the corners of any cut out, all corners must be drilled
using a drill bit no smaller than 8mm. 

Cut along the marked line with a jig saw between each of the drill holes making sure all four
corners retain the drilled out curve.

Radius the top edge on all sides of the cut-out to prevent stress cracks ocurring from rough jig
saw edges using the radius cutter used for end-capping.

Hob Cut-Outs
Measure the overall dimensions of the hob and transfer these to the worksurface remembering
to reduce the dimensions by approximately 10mm all round to allow the edges of the hob to sit
securely onto the worksurface. (Do not mechanically fasten hobs directly into the
Smartstone surface material).

Prior to installing a hob, apply self adhesive aluminum heat reflective tape to all four sides of the
cut-out, leaving an overhang to be folded over the surface and underside.

Sink Cut-Outs
As with any worksurface you must thoroughly seal the raw chipboard core with silicone to
prevent moisture ingress.

Please note: Due to a difference in the manufacturing process, vertical and horizontal surfaces
may differ slightly in shade. Check the shade of vertical and horizontal products together prior to
any fabrication or installation as the manufacturer will not accept any responsibility for refit
charges due to colour variance or sub standard fitting. For splashbacks and hob panels,
apply the same technique used when measuring and machining hob and sink cut-outs. Make
sure when cutting your splashback and hob panel you leave a clean, chip free edge. Sand and
finish splashbacks and hob panels prior to vertical installation. Fix to the wall using panel
adhesive. Do not bond splashbacks and upstands to the worksurface using Artis Smartstone
seaming adhesive, always use silicone. Do not use 6mm splashbacks behind a gas hob - always
use a 12mm modular splashback. 

Its is recommended to plan the worksurface layout so that no joints are directly above an appliance.
However, if this is unavoidable it is essential to apply the appliance heat reflective sheet to the
underside of the worksurface to prevent any excess heat and moisture from effecting the joints.

APPLIANCE PLACEMENT

VERTICAL SURFACING

HOB AND SINK CUT-OUTS

making life nice and easy 
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General Care
Artis Smartstone is a member of the Solid Surface Family and like any solid surface material it
requires sanding and polishing to create its final finish. The final finish should be a ‘squeaky’
clean, blemish free ‘eggshell’ finish which is smooth to the touch.

The polish used by the installer is Smartstone finishing cream which is used in conjunction with
a well balanced random orbital sander. The finishing cream on your Artis Smartstone
worksurface is only “surface deep” and it is inevitable that day to day dulling will occur in areas
that are regularly used. (Dulling is more visible on darker colours).

Artis Smartstone requires a degree of simple regular maintenance. General daily care in
preserving the beauty and functionality of Artis Smartstone is as simple as wiping with a warm
damp cloth.
Countertop Magic is a specially formulated solid surface cleaner and has been developed to deal
with surface dulling and must be used once a day for the first 7 days after installation and once
a week thereafter, which will preserve the lustre of your Artis Smartstone worksurface.
Countertop Magic is available as part of the Smartstone Care and Maintenance Kit, and
individual bottles are available from your retailer.

• If the Smartstone Care and Maintenance Kit has not been provided by the installer, contact 
your retailer who will be happy to assist.

• For minor scratches also refer to the Smartstone Care and Maintenance Kit provided by 
your Smartstone worksurface supplier.  

• Do not leave spills on the surface for too long. (See above for general cleaning).

• For more stubborn stains always start by trying the gentlest methods. (Avoid using 
abrasive or harsh chemicals).

• Do not use the worksurface as a cutting board as this will scratch the surface and will 
blunt sharp knives.

• Always use a cutting board or worktop counter saver which can be obtained through your 
supplier.

• Minor cuts and scratches can be lightly sanded and re-polished.

• Deep scratches or impact damage can be repaired using a Smartstone Repair Kit. 
(Contact your supplier for advice).

• Never place hot pans/hot casserole dishes directly onto the worktop surface. Always 
use trivets or worktop counter savers to avoid marking or damaging the surface (available 
through your supplier).

• Do not allow pans to overhang the edge on gas hobs. Pans overhanging a gas hob can 
omit high temperatures into the Smartstone surface, drying the material causing 
shrinkage and cracking.

• Heat generating appliances or utensils should never be placed on the joints. 

• When using a hob, make sure that hot pans do not come into direct contact with the 
splashback as this may discolour, crack or blister the product.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Subject to the conditions set out below the Company warrants that the 
Product will be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 
10 years from the date of delivery (the “Warranty”), subject to the 
following conditions:

1.1 The company shall be under no liability in respect of any defect 
arising from the failure to fit the product in accordance with the 
Company’s instructions;

1.2 The Company shall be under no liability to the extent that the same 
results from the buyer’s failure to notify the Company of a defect as 
soon as reasonably practicable and in any event 
within 7 days of the buyer’s becoming aware of such defect;

1.3 The Company shall be under no liability in respect of any defect 
arising from fair wear and tear, willful damage, negligence, abnormal
conditions, misuse or alteration or repair of the Product without the 
Company’s approval;

1.4 The Company shall be under no liability under the Warranty (or any 
other warranty, condition of guarantee) if the total price for the 
Product has not been paid by the due date for payment.

2. The Warranty shall extend to replacement of a Product which cannot (in the 
Company’s sole discretion) be repaired and to the cost of repair of an 
existing Product or fitting a replacement for a Product.

3. The Warranty shall not extend to materials not manufactured by the Company, 
in respect of which the Buyer shall only be entitled to the benefit of any such 
warranty or guarantee as is given by the manufacturer to the Company.

4. All other warranties, conditions or other terms implied by statute or common 
law are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law.

5. Any claim by the Buyer which is based on any defect in the quality of 
condition of the Product shall (whether or not delivery is refused by the buyer) 
be notified to the Company within 7 days from the date of delivery or (where 
the defect or failure was not apparent on reasonable inspection) as soon as 
reasonably practicable following discovery of the defect or failure. Except in 
respect of death or personal injury caused by the Company’s negligence, the 
Company shall not be liable to the Buyer by reason of any representation 
(unless fraudulent), or any implied warranty, condition of other term, or any 
duty at common law, or under an express term, for any indirect, special or 
consequential loss or damage, costs, expenses or other claims for 
compensation whatsoever (whether caused by the negligence of the 
Company, its employees or agents or otherwise) which arise out of or in 
connection with the supply of the Product. 
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TOOLING AND EQUIPMENT

This document provides details of both products and suppliers of the materials needed to
fabricate and install the Smartstone product. Other materials may be used but at this time the
products listed below have been tried and tested.

Tools and equipment required

1. Sanding tools
2. Sanding abrasives
3. Finishing system
4. Clamps
5. Imanol joint/edge cleaner
6. Heat reflective tape
7. Cutters

Sanding Tools
To finish Smartstone you will require a well balanced random orbital sander with extraction
driven either by air or electric. It is recommended to use a 150mm-diameter pad. To assist in
site work on residential properties it is advisable to use a sander that has extraction facilities.
Tools can be supplied by most tooling companies but Mirka, Festool and SAL have approved
and proven tooling.

Sanding Abrasives

Mirka 180 and 320 grit

SAL 180, 240 and 320 grit

Festool 80, 180, 240 and 320 grit

Finishing System
After sanding use a grey Scotch-Brite® pad reference 7448. Other pads are available for
either matt or gloss finishes. Most sanding paper suppliers have their own version of 
Scotch-Brite® pad. After using the Scotch-Brite® pad add Smartstone finishing cream to the
pad and finish both surface and edges.

Clamps
“A” clamps are a valuable tool when re-edging. These clamps can be purchased from your
Smartstone supplier.

NOTE
80 grit paper is only
recommended as an
alternative to an edge
trimmer for bulk removal.
Do not use this on the
worktop surface. 
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TOOLING AND EQUIPMENT

Imanol Joint/Edge Cleaner
Imanol cleaner must be used to clean joints and edges before bonding. This product can be
purchased from your Smartstone supplier.

Heat Reflective Tape
Heat reflective tape is needed within the hob cut-out as a heat deflector. This product can be
purchased from your Smartstone supplier.

Cutters
If you chose to machine off the excess material when edging you will require a 12mm flush
trimming cutter 19 x 25mm Titman BGT90LK and a 3mm radius profiling cutter Titman ROCB 3.
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TOOL AND ACCESSORIES SUPPLIERS

Festool Tools Sales Head Office (phone) 01284 760791

Sales Head Office (fax) 01284 702156

Technical Support North 07774 773701

Technical Support South 07774 817138

Sal Abrasives Sales Head Office (phone) 01257 271914

Sales Head Office (fax) 01257 260702

Mirka Abrasives Sales Head Office (phone) 01908 375555

Sales Head Office (fax) 01908 376600

3M Abrasives Plc Sales Head Office (phone) 01344 858000

Sales Head Office (fax) 01344 858278
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1. Surface damage and deep scratches can be repaired
using the Artis Smartstone Repair Kit.

2. Any loose chippings must be removed from the damaged
area to allow the repair solution to adhere properly. Router
around the damaged area to create a clean chip free edge. 

7. Sand and polish the repaired area as instructed earlier in this
manual or via the installation DVD.

8. Wipe over with a soft cloth to remove any particles left
behind from the Scotch-Brite® pad.

3. Clean in and around the damaged area with a bleached
white cloth dampened with Imanol joint/edge cleaner.

4. Make sure the area to be repaired is dry and free from dust
before applying any repair solution.

5. Mix the repair solution in its original container making sure the
particles are thoroughly mixed with the resin. Pour the repair
solution into the paper cup up to the fill line and add 8 drops of
the catalyst and mix the two together. Pour the mixed solution
into the prepared area.

6. With the wooden spatula, gently tap into the solution to
release any trapped air bubbles that may later cause problems
when sanding. The solution should be now air free and slightly
overlapping and proud of the prepared area. Leave for a
minimum of five hours to cure. (If in doubt leave overnight).

REPAIR PROCEDURE
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Artis Smartstone Repair Kits are made to order on request
Contents: 1. Repair solution  2. Catalyst 3. Imanol joint/edge cleaner  4. Paper cups x 2

5. Wooden spatulas x 2  6. Instruction leaflet 



SMARTSTONE ACCESSORIES

Imanol Joint/Edge Cleaner

Repair Kit

Smartstone Finishing Cream (1 ltr)

Countertop Magic (extra to the aftercare kit)

Aftercare Kit

Installation Kit

Gun and Adhesive

A Clamps

Heat Reflective Tape
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